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• NUS campaign 
Too Radical - Johnston 
by Keith Baldrey 
The National Union of Stu-
dents' (NUS) campai,gn ag-
ainst student summer unem-
ployment has been met with 
little enthusiasm from the 
Douglas College student go-
vernment. 
The NUS campaign , started 
in early September involves 
students at colleges and uni-
versities across Canada sen-
ding postcards to Prime Mi-
nister Pierre Trudeau prote-
sting the unemployment sit-
uation and urging his gover-
nment to create jobs. 
However, the Douglas Col-
lege student council has not 
ordered the cards and they 
don't seem to concerned 
about it . 
campaign. They want some-
one else to make the first 
step, indicating a certain 
amount of apathy and/ or 
laziness on their part. 
Meanwhile, forty-three ca-
mpuses have ordered cam-
paign materials, including · 
92,000 cards. NUS estimates 
that a minimum of 50,000 
cards will reach the Prime 
Minister's office . 
Only two campuses have 
officially reported that they 
do not want to participate. 
Saint Boniface College in 
Manitoba was worried about 
the effects on federal grants 
to their college if they parti-
cipated, while McMaster U- -
niversity did not wish to 
endorse massive job crea-
tions. 
neglected 
"We'll only send in cards if 
NUS pressures us," said 
student council president 
Dave Johnston. "We don't 
want to appear too radical.'' 
NUS says that the federal 
and provincial governments' 
response to the problem 
have amounted to tokenisms 
at best. They also state that 
students can no longer afford 
to be mute on the issue of 
summer employment and 
they have finally provided a 
vehicle by which students 
can make their collective 
voice heard. 
Present Coquitlam campus location on the Riverview site. 
Council members have had 
little to say concerning the 
mail-in campaign except that 
there is confusion at the 
college over the NUS ~roject. Socreds slam labOUr-
What sort -of confus10n the 
council members would not 
say. They seemed confused 
themselves over what to do 
about the campaign. 
Doug Coates, vice-presid-
ent external on the coun-
cil, has received most of the 
information concerning the 
campaign but remains vague 
about the details of it and its 
future at Douglas College. 
It appears the student cou-
ncil is waiting for reaction 
from other colleges about the 
Whether or not their earn-
paign will succeed depends 
upon the support and partic-
ipation it receives from stud-
ents at all colleges and uni-
versities across Canada. 
However, because of their 
student council it looks like 
Douglas College students 
will not be offering any help, 
at least not for now . 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - The 
B.C. government made its 
boldest move against trade 
unions Oct. 19 when it intro-
duced legislation that would 
curtail the right to strike of 
virtually all public sector 
employees. 
The legislation was introd-
uced at a surprise sitting of 
the Legislature that was 
prompted by a week-long 
illegal ferry workers strike 
that ended Oct. 14. 
Art Kube, regional director 
Socreds siphon $11 million 
from education budget 
VANCOUVER (CUP) -- De-
spite an $11 million surplus 
last year in the .education 
department of the Socred 
government in British Colu-
mbia, university students in 
that province still face a 2 5 
per cent tuition hike this 
year. 
And the Socred government 
plans to put the $11 million 
surplus from the 1976-77 op-
erating budget back into the 
tre and not into 
secondary education institu-
tions, associate deputy mini-
ster of education J a!=k Flem-
ing said last Wednesday. 
The money left over from 
the budgets of community 
colleges, vocational institu-
tes and the B.C . Institute of 
Technology will go back to 
the province's general reve-
nue for redistribution wher-
ever the government sees fit . 
And the practice of funnel-
ling the surplus left in edu-
cauonal budgets back into 
treasury is not limited to 
Socred mandarins in Van-
couver. 
In Ontario between 1972 
and 1977 $33 .3 million origi-
nally allocated for student 
aid in Ontario was shunted 
back into the bowels of the 
Davis government ' s treasu-
ry , according to the Ontario 
Federation of Students. 
And the OFS has asked the 
provincial government to pr-
ovide compensatory student 
aid out of this year's student 
aid surplus to students una-
ble to gain steady employ-
ment last summer. 
Meanwhile in British Col-
umbia provincial NDP educ-
ation critic Dennis Cocke 
said last Wednesday the 
surplus is typical of the 
Social Credit government's 
policies. 
Cocke said $2 million of the 
surplus may be money not 
used from last year's student 
aid fund. Education depart-
ment officials would not con-
firm or deny if leftover 
student aid money compri-
sed part of the surplus . 
Student board of governors 
representative Moe Sihota 
said Wednesday the surplus 
should be used to increase 
the universities ' budgets or 
to give students a rebate on 
tuition increases. 
Student board of governors 
representative Moe Sihota 
said Wednesday the surplus 
should be used to increase 
the universities' budgets or 
to give students a rebate on 
tuition increases. 
"That's disgusting . If you 
added up all tuition fee incr-
eases it would be less than 
$11 million . They should give 
students a rebate or give the 
universities the money to 
offset future cutbacks," he 
said. 
cont'd. on page S 
of education for the Canad-
ia.p Labour Congress, said 
the legislation threatens to 
destroy the free collective 
bargaining system in the 
province. 
The current B.C. govern-
ment first moved into the 
area of collective bargaining 
when it i1Hroduced the Col-
leges and Provincial Institu-
tes Act last month, which 
removes college faculty un-
ions from provisions of the 
B.C. Labor Code when it 
conflicts with the Colleges 
Act. 
The government then intro-
duced ammendments to the 
Universities Act, which virt-
ually decertifies university 
faculty unions by requiring 
them to hold certification 
votes which, if faculties de-
cide to ''go the lunchbucket 
route" and unionize, would 
remove them from acting in a 
"managerial capacity" at u-
niversities. 




by Brian] ones 
College Council unanimou-
sly approved two motions 
Thursday night denying any 
partiality to a permanent 
downtown campus site and 
postponing any decision on 
such a site until the BC 
Development Corporation ( 
BCDC) has adequately expl-
ained the site's advantages 
to the college. 
During the meeting , council 
members went to great' len-
gths to .clarify that they 
would not respond to pres-
sure tactics from BCDC or 
the City of New Westminster 
to make a quick decision 
The motions had to be re-
written from their original 
and less specific form be-
cause some council members 
felt they could be interpreted 
as favoring the downtown 
site - leaving council open to 
further pressure from BCDC. 
Council stated that Douglas 
College has studied the 
BCDC proposal and found it 
interesting but unsatisfacto-
ry, and substantial conces-
sions will have to be negot-
iated concerning the size of 
· the site such as : whether the 
college will lease or purchase 
the site : whether the college 
will lease or purchase the 
site) what the physical and 
environmental effects will 
be; can the parking space 
and other functional needs 
be met; and can the recreat-
ional needs of the college be 
met . 
fund a study on the feasibil-
ity of the proposed down-
town site . 
The passing of the motions 
by council Thursday night is 
the first delay in BCDC's 
plan to redevelop the New 
Westminster downtown 
core. 
BCDC planned on receiving 
a favorable decision from 
Douglas College by the end 
of October, but by council's 
recent acuon, a dec1s1on has 
been postponed indefinitely. 
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HEU pulls out of summer 
employment program 
by Brian jones 
Last year, the provincial 
government ran a Youth 
Employment program that 
found work for students at 
hospitals with the co-opera-
tion of the Hospital Emplo-
yee's Union (HEU). 
But, because of persistant 
abuse of the program by 
hospitals using the students 
as a "pool of cheap labour," 
the union will discontinue 
their efforts to find students 
1 jobs, according to the union 
executive. 
The union said that they 
would not participate in the 
coming year unless all sum-
mer employees were brought 
into full union membership. 
This would mean all student 
employees would be paid the 
contract wage rate for the job 
they perform, plus be entit-
led to all benefits provided 
by the contract. 
Last year's program had 
students paid a flat $4 an 
hour in accordance with the 
limitations set down by the 
provincial government. Also, 
the students were expected 
to be hired to complement 
the hospital staff to work in 
jobs especially created for 
them and not deprive union 
members of jobs, said Lee 
White, Director of Technical 
Services for the Hospital 
Union. 
Unfortunately, she said, we 
have enough examples to 
show that hospitals were 
taking advantage of the pro-
gram and using the lower 
paid students to do union 
members work. 
Flagrant violations of the 
guidelines at Burnaby Gene-
ral Hospital this summer 
touched off a work stoppage 
by members of the Building 
Trade Council in protest of 
students performmg HEU 
work. 
An investigation into the 
affair by the provincial Lab-
our Relations Board showed 
that indeed the hospital had 
told the students to do work 
normally done by HEU me-
mbers. 
The investigation lead to 
the Labour Relations Board 
issuing stern warnings to all 
employers of students that 
"students were not, by law, 
to be considered a pool of 
cheap labour to replace un-
ion workers.'' Quebec series 
continues 
by Keith Baldrey 
Government tyranny and 
scandal in Quebec were top-
ics for discussion by a Doug-
las College instructor as the 
"Qeubec: Canada in Crisis" 
seminar, sponsored by the 
college, continued last Thu-
rsday. 
Roger Elmes, a political 
science and history instruc-
tor talked about a most 
interesting period in Que-
bec's history: the years 1936-
72. These years covered the 
Maurice Duplessis era, the 
Quiet Revolution of the 
1960's, and the October Cri-
sis of 1970. 
An interesting and infor-
mative speaker, Elmes obv-
iously knew his topic well 
and answered the audience's 
questions with ease. He war-
ned of his own political bias 
before the lecture began, 
which helped the audience 
interpret his answers. 
The audience was smaller 
than the first night's with 
only 2 5 people attending, 
compared to last week's 
attendance of 30. 
Last week's small turnout 
was surprising considering 
the fascinating topic. Elmes 
talked about the scandal and 
tyranny of the Duplessis 
government and the beginn-
ings of the French nationalist 
movement. 
He talked at length about 
such people as Pierre Trud-
eau, Rene Levesque, Jean 
Marchand, Pierre Laporte 
and Gerald Peltier and their 
relationship to the French 
nationalist movement. 
Elmes also showed parts of 
a National Film Board docu-
mentary that was first shown 
on the CBC - Robin Spry's 
excellent "Action: FLQ", 
which concerned the October 
Crisis. 
The night was far more 
interesting and enjoyable 
than the first night when the 
topic centred on the early 
history of Quebec. 
Next Thursday night's sp-
eaker is Dr. ] acques Benja-
min, of the political science 
department at Simon Fraser 
University. He .will be spea-
king about the Parti Quebe-
cois and their political poli-
cies and views. 
The following week, on 
Nov. 3, there will be a panel 
discussion between the sp-
eakers in this series as well 
as members of the local 
French community. The top-
ic will be the future of 
Quebec. , 
The seminars are held at 
the New Westminster Public 
Library starting at 7:30, and 
the cost for the remaining 
two nights is $5. 
The seminars are very inte-
resting and valuable and are 
highly recommended. 
Teacher training revfewed 
by Guy Tannen 
Education Minister Dr. Pat j 
McGeer has requested the 
] oint Board of Teacher Edu-
cation to form a committee to 
study the structure, organi-
zation, effectiveness and ap-
propriateness of current tea-
cher education programs in 
British Columbia. 
Dr. Pat McGeer said Oct. 6, 
that open meetings should 
give the] oint Board a means 
of documenting the areas of 
concern over teacher educa-
tion in B.C. 
The minister also commen-
ted on the continuing ques-
tion of teacher supply and 
demand. McGeer said that 
until the 1980s, a general 
oversupply of teachers will 
likely continue in the metro-
politan areas. 
However, the education sy-
stem at present is experi-
encing teacher shortages in 
the fields of special educat-
ton and industrial tramtng 
and for teacher positions in 
the north. 
In November and early De-
cember, public hearings of 
the special committee on 
teacher education will be 
held in Dawson Creek, Pri-
nce George, Terrace, Kam-
loops, Kelowna, Castlegar, 
Chilliwack, Nanaimo, Van-
couver and Victoria. 
U BC admissions.stalled 
The Vancouver School Boa-
rd has requested that the U-
niversity of B.C. delay pro-
posed admission requirem-
eonts which would be imple-
mented in September 1978. 
Vancouver School Admini-
stration Association presid-
~nt ] im Killeen has sent a 
letter to UBC president Doug 
Kenney stattng the city's 
high school principals felt 
that many present grade 12 
students would be barred 
from the university because 
of the requirements. 
The requirements in ques-
tion are part of a three stage 
program to raise academic 
qualifications for UBC, the 
first stage being the raising 
of the present C a_verage to a 
C plus average. 
The second stage would 
have the students complete 
three elective academic cou-
rses at the Grade 12 level in 
addition to having their sta-
nding judged on their ten 
best "relevant" subjects. " 
Relevant" has not yet been 
clearly defined. 
The final stage, to be in ef-
fect by September 1981, 
would require students to 
complete Math 11, a Grade 
11 Science and a Grade 11 
. ·.' ) 
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French enrollment 
Increases 
by jeannette Van Eldik 
Enrollment in French lang-
uage courses has increased 
greatly at Douglas College in 
the last year. 
Although basic French has 
not changed, the next high-
est French language course 
has increased from a total of 
54 students in 1976 to 89 in 
1977 and the continuing cou-
rse has increased from 66 
students in 1976 to 97 m 
1977. 
They have also added an 
intermediate conversational 
French course which is tran-
sferable and that has had a 
good turnout as well. 
This course is offered only 
at the New Westminster 
campus, but they hope to 
have it on other campuses as 
soon as possible. 
In the continuing education 
department they offer three 
programs, two of which are 
new this year. 
"Sunday College en Fran-
cais" is not a new course and 
it is running three full class-
es of approximately 15 stu-
dents each, which is double 
the number of students last 
year. 
Two new courses have been 
added: "Le Weekend", whi-
. ch is a mini-immersion prog-
ram and has about eight 
people enrolled, and "Soi-
rees Sociales" which has 
about 15 people t::tking part 
and involves putting the 
language into practical use 
by using dancing, discus-
. sions, etc. 
In Modern Language cour-
ses including French as well 
as other languages, enrollm-
ent has increased from 3 76 
total students in the fall of 
1976 to 475 students in the 
fall of 1977. 
From] anuary 1977 to Sep-
tember 1977 the enrollment 
in non-credit French prog-
rams rose 15 per cent, and 
next fall it is expected that 
the federal government will 
supply a grant for these 
programs. 
The average size for French 
credit courses is about 20-25 
students, and Chris Home, 
Douglas College's French 
instructor, says that in one of 
his classes he had as many as 
30 students and had to enlist 
another teacher. 
Home feels that increased 
enrollment in French is pro-
bably because of political or 
sociological reasons. 
A questionnaire was sent 
out by Home to one of his 
classes, and it showed that . 
only 20 per cent of the 
students were planning to 
major in French; the rest of 
them are just there out of 
interest. 
Right now there aren't the 
facilities at Douglas College 
to offer more courses, accor-
ding to Home. 
He said the courses they 
would add would be general 
interest courses, suGh as 
conversational, secretarial, 
or travelling French, along 




by Guy Tannen 
A report headed by Dr. 
David Robitaille of UBC 
shows the basic arithmetic 
skills of students in B.C. 
schools are generally satis-
factory, but greater attention 
is required for application of 
these skills to consumer-re-
lated problems. 
The province-wide assess-
ment of students in grades 
four, eight and 12 was con-
ducted last spring. The re-
port measured overall achie-
vement of-students as a total 
group rather than as individ-
uals. 
The report indicated that 
students at the grade three 
level exhibit a satisfactory 
ability to add, subtract, mul-
tiply and divide - with the 
exception of grade four stud-
ents who showed difficulties 
with subtraction. 
The Robitaille _port found 
cont'd from page 1 
The department of educa-
tion, which is taking the 
leading role in the govern-
ment's recent trends in labor 
legislation, has suggested to 
the B.C. School Trustees 
Association (BCST A) that t· 
eachers not be offered any 
increase in this year's salary 
grade 12 problem solving 
results disappointing even 
though students who had 
taken 12 years of mathema-
tics did very well on all parts 
of the basic skills test. 
The majority of teachers 
reported that special assis-
tance is not available for 
students experiencing diffi. 
culties in mathematics in 
most elementary sahools. 
Positive findings were f. 
ound at all three levels on the 
questions measuring know-
ledge of mathematical sym-
bols and terminology. 
At grades eight and 12, a 
decrease in performance was 
~enerally associated with an 
mcrease in the amount of 
television watched. At the 
~rade four level, a slight 
mcrease in performanr~ was 
associated with an increase 
in the amount of television I 
watched. 
negotiations . I 
The BCSTA, however, rej- 1 
ected the suggestion by edu- ,: 
cation minister Pat McGeer, 
in order to avoid "costly and 
meaningless" labour dispu- ' 
tes and stated it would nego- 1 
tiate settlements for whate-
ver increases are allowed by I 
the Anti-Inflation Board. 
October 24, 1977 • NATIONAL page3 
Canadian Profs inadequate -UofM 
WINNIPEG:(CUP)--A Uni-
versity of M.anitoba psycho-
logy professor has called for · 
a provincial judicial inquiry 
after the university hired 
four non-Canadians to fill 
positions within its psycho-
logy department, against its 
own hiring policy. 
A. W. Pressey called for the 
inquiry because he felt the 
university. should not invest-
igate the issue alone. The 
campus faculty association 
has indicated it will not 
support Pressey's demand 
because the university has 
not yet made a complete 
investigation into the affair. 
U of M president Ralph 
Campbell has responded to 
Pressey's charges, saying 
the university ''bent over 
backwards" to hire Canad-
ians to fill the posts, but was 
not able to find Canadians 
with the qualifications of the 
non-Canadians who were hi-
red. 
Campbell also said that 
since the beginning of the 
year 29 of the 41 instructors 
hired by the university have 
been Canadians or landed 
immigrants. 
Pressey charged that if the 
U of M was unable to find 
competent Canadians it 
might be because the adm-
inistration is not qualified to 
find them ·rather than be-
cause there are no qualified 
Canadians. · 
Pressey cited examples of 
what he considered hiring 
irregularities, including the 
appearance of ads in Ameri-
can publication which had 
considerably more informa-
tion than was offered in 
Canadian publications . 
Pressey. also said that the 
position of physiological ps-
... Quebec students suffering 
from lack of discipline 
QUEBEC CITY (CUP)--Stu-
dents in elementary and sec-
ondary schools face aliena-
tion and dehumanization be-
cause of a lack of discipline 
and rigour, if one was to 
believe the reasoning of a 
green paper released Oct. 6 
by the Quebec government. 
The green paper on elem-
e_nta~y and secondary educa-
tton 10 the province is billed 
a_s ''renewing and redirec-
ting, not overturning" the 
system, which is encounter-
ing p·roblems after the rapid 
implementation of the 1967 
Parent commission report. 
Quebec education minister 
] acques- Yvan Morin, in tab-
ling the paper, said that 
''people deplore the lack of 
demands made by the tea-
chers and school upon stud-
ems, the lack of rigour, the 
lack of discipline or a spirit of 
work which is present in 
certain institutions.'' 
Among the recommenda-
tions of the report is the es-
tablishment of a "back to 
basics" id,eology within the 
educational system. The 
green paper calls for a reass-
essment of the social scien-
ces, a rediscovery of home-
work, of Latin, of discipline, 
exams, a common compulso-
ry curriculum and a longer 
school year:. 
The green paper singles out 
the comprehensive high sch-
ool as the chief villain in the 
plight of our immoral youth. 
''It is a dehumanizing milieu 
and has become an empty 
box of courses without suff-
icient structure. It promotes 
the expression of a new 'lax' 
Education for elite ? 
REGINA (CUP) While 
Saskatchewan education mi-
nister Don Faris thinks uni-
versities have become the 
domain of "the sons and da-
ughters of the economic e-
lite", he doesn't feel it's 
time to do anything about it. 
Faris was responding to a 
petition signed by 14oo Uni-
versity of Regina students 
concerned about the effect 
financial cutbacks are having 
on both the quality and 
accessibility of education in 
the province. 
The NDP education minis-
ter said that provincial adult 
and native people educatio-
nal programs had been imp-
lemented, and that, in gen-
eral, post-secondary funding 
must take a back seat to 
natural resource investment, 
unemployment and the dev-
elop~ent of community ca-
mpaigns. 
But U of Regina student 
union president Jeff Parr 
said that he could not "see 
any appreciable difference in 
the economic backgrounds 
represented on the univer-
sity campus." According to 
Parr, there is a great silent 
majority that never even 
considers entering a univer-
sity because they receive no 
encouragement either finan-
cially or culturally. 
A~,s to investigate funding 
CHURCH POINT (CUP) --
The Nova Scotia caucus of 
the Atlantic Federation of 
Students agreed to shelve its 
differences last week and 
launch a determined effort to 
reveal government involve-
ment in the funding of post-
secondary education in the 
Maritimes. 
The caucus decided to in-
vestigate the funding deci-
sions by seeking support 
from university senates and 
boards of governors where 
many of the budget decisions 
for Maritime universities are 
made. 
Newly-elected chairperson 
Marc Allain said ~he or~ant­
zation needs to solidify ttself 
internally and begin devel-
oping strategy to deal with 
the secret decision-making 
process of the Maritime Pro-
vinces Higher Education C-
ouncil (MPHEC). 
The caucus agreed, Allain 
said, to start organizing on 
campuses on the issue of 
student representation on 
the MPHEC . ''Decisions are 
being made in secret directly 
affecting the quality of edu-
cation at Maritime institu-
tions. We have to have a 
voice in how those decisions 
are made," he said. 
culture, often ending· in so-
cial marginality. 
The report suggests it is the 
cause of ''an absence of a 
.sense of belonging, the diffi-
culty of establishing personal 
relationships, turnover am-
ong educational personnel 
and the complexity of the 
educator's job." 
Initial reaction to the rep-
ort, which would also decen-
tralize control of education to 
school boards and involve 
parents more directly, has 
been favourable among sch-
ool authorities, notably the 
Quebec Federation of Cath-
olic School Commissions . Its 
president has urged Morin to 
Implement the green paper 
outline, which is to go thr-
~m~h a y~ar of consultation, 




HALIFAX (CUP)--More than 
100 gays from the four 
Atlantic province formed the 
Atlantic Gay Movement ( 
AGM) during the first regio-
nal meeting of its kind here 
Oct. 8-10. 
The gays decided duri~g 
the three-day gathering to 
strengthen communication 
within the region initially by 
publishing a bilingual regio-
nal news_letter or magazine. 
They also agreed there is a 
need for more gay clubs and 
organizations in the region 
and that the Atlantic should 
have a stronger voice at 
national gay conferences . 
''For the first time we were 
able to localize the issues 
and clearly define what can 
be done in the Atlantic to 
com bat oppression," said a 
conference organizer. The 
conference was organized by 
the Halifax Gay Alliance for 
Equality (GAE) and the At-
lantic Provinces Political Le-
sbians for Equality (APPLE). 
About 20 conference dele-
gates marched on the Nova 
Scotia legislature Oct 10 to 
protest discriminatory hum-
an rights legislation. 
ychologist was advertised- in 
the house organ of the 
American Physiologists As-
sociation but not in the house 
organ of the Canadian Phy-
siologists Association . 
Campbell has said that one 
Canadian applicant was not 
willing to come to · the U of M 
unless a · position could be 
found for her husband . But 
Pressey points out that the 
wives of two American cand--
idates were hired as lectur-
ers this year. Pressey also 
objected to the fact that the 
positions taken by these two 
women· were not advertised. 
The decision not to hire U of 
M graduates was used capri-
ciously by the department 
head' to terminate the search 
for a Canadian applicant, 
according to Pressey . Dep-
artment head John Adair has 
said the department has no 
opposition to hiring U of M 
graduates if they have gain-
ed teaching experience else-
where . But Pressey claims 
that a U of M grad now 
teaching at Brock University 
was disqualified b'ecause he 
was aU of M graduate . 
Montreal students 
boycott tuitioll fees 
. ' 
MONTREAL (PEN-CUP)-----
Students from 11 faculties 
and two affiliated schools at 
L'Universite de Montreal are 
maintaining their boycott of 
tuition fees as the Oct. 25 
deadline for paying fees ap-
proaces. 
A spokesperson for F AE-
CUM, the central student 
union, said the boycott is still 
on, although students are not 
sure how effective it has 
been as the administration 
refuses to release figures on 
payment. 
The U de M administration 
had threatened to invalidate 
the registration of any stud-
ents who have not paid fees 
by Oct. 25. 
A spokesJ?erson for the stu-
dent association at Ecole Po-
lytechnique, the engineering 
school affiliated with the un-
.iversity , said the boycott was 
prompted by the inability of 
students to pay fees after a 
summer of high unemploy-
ment. ''Even engineers are 
being hit -- 15 per cent of 
graduates this year are not 
unemployed," said Eric De-
vlin. 
Both Liberal and Patti Que-
becois governments have pr-
omised free tuition at the pr-
ovince's seven universities. 
Devlin said free tqition 
need not be a burden on the 
working class, as some crit-
ics of the proposal have sug-
gested . "The government 
has other means of finding 
the necessary $50 million. 
Oil comJ;>an:ies registered pr-
ofits of $8 billion this year. 
And $50 million represents 
less than one twenty-fifth of 
the cost of the unfinished 
Olympic Stadium ." 
Imagine top 40 radio without the hype. 
Instead you get rock journalist Jim Millican who counts 
down the hottest songs from Canada's national top 40 sur-
vey which is compiled by computer every week. 
Instead of inane chatter and interruptions you get the most 
mus1c and mean1ngful talk including behind the scenes 
profiles of the art1sts, the song writers, the record producers 
and up to the minute reports from the pop music capitols 
of the world. • 
"Ninety Minutes With A Bullet" is high calibre rock radio 





The first round of negotiations between the college, the 
B.C. Development Corporation(BCDC) and the city of New 
Westminster, concerning a permanent campus site , have 
come to a standstill.College council following a month of 
indecision , has reached a decision that defies BCDC 
pressure and puts the college's well being above that of the 
developer. 
It is the wish of ~CDC, as well as the city to see this plan 
rushed through . BCDC, the omnipresent Crown corpora-
tion, has its " reputation" as a bull-headed political vehicle, 
to protect. The same is true for their project director, Bob 
Mcintyre , who has a need to uphold his Philadelphia 
reputation as a ''fairly tough-assed planner' ' . The city , on 
the other hand, has the opportunity to change their 
reputation from 'inept planners' , to ' saviors of the Lost 
Capital City.' 
Victoria, in its post-secondary education policy, leaves it to 
the college to decide on the location of permanent 
colleges; Council sets the priorities and government 
supplies the funds. Not so with a situation presently before 
council. 
A permanent campus in Surrey has been at the top of 
council's priority list for years. However, Victoria places 
Langley on the top of its priority list for a permanent colle~e 
campus. While Douglas College had planned to build a 
portable campus in Langley, a permanent facility was still 
far in the future. 
When the college approached the government for funding 
they were_ told that monies would only be available for 
construction of a permanent campus in Langley; the Surrey 
campus would have to wait. 
In the words of one council member, Victoria is 'trying to 
eliminate college cbuncil's decision-making completely. 
If recent actions by Victoria are any indication of a change 
in policy towards other permanent campus sites, college 
council's dilemma of decision-making may be no mor.e than 
an exercise in opinion, not authority. 
1 Thou~h council thus far has met this political pressure 
with ltttle "knee-jerk" sectarianism and reacted with 
genuine concern and methodical deliberation, they run the 
risk of intervention from Victoria . Education Minister Pat 
McGeer, not one for letting the concerns of others get in the 
way of expediency, will no doubt pull the rug out from 
. under council and make the decision for them. This action 
will happen if a decision from council is not forth com in~. 
Such a precedent has already been set by ~he minister 10 
his decision to forego the council's wishes on the location of 
future permanent campuses . 
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EDITORIAL .. 
( Septem_ber~ 1977 
Dear Prime Minister~ 
I am gravely disappointed that your government has 
let unemployment climb since 1975~ hurting miLlions of 
· canadians~ when massive job ·creation~ additional un-
employ-ment benefits and fuZZ compensatory student aid 
could have improved the situation of the unemployed~ ·of 
whom _half are students and other young people. 
also 
I ask that your government move quickly~ with fuZZ 
opportunity for public and student participation~ to 
es tabZish a new federal studen.t aid p'Zan which operates 
on the basis · of students' actub'Z costa and resources~ 
meets the unique situation of part-time students and is 
no disincentive to needy students. 
(Name) --------------------------~---
(Address) ---------------------------------
This is the NUS card that Douglas College students were not able to sent to Trudeau . 
Staff drinks from CUP 
Other Press goes to Saskabush 
Three staff members from 
the student newspaper, the 
Other Press , attended a Ca-
nadian University Press ( 
CUP) Western Re~ion (WR 
CUP) conference 10 Saska-
toon the weekend of Oct. 
ange . There were also work-
shops on newspaper produc-
tion , advertising , layout, and 
newswriting . The workshops 
were conducted by experi-
enced CUP staff, and profes-
::..!....:::..!...!!.:::.~~, s ' "'"lal journalists . 
When asked what she th-
ought about the conference; 
Nancy McRitchie said , ' 'It 
was a great introduction for 
new journalists to the CUP 
organization and to different 
aspects of newspaper pro-
duction . We had a good time 
but we worked very hard. " 
Guy Tannen , Other Press 
staffer, felt that this confe-
rence was an invp.luable pre-
liminary for the national 
conference , 
Bill Cartier was not quite as 
satisfied with . the confer-
ence . "I learned a lot during 
the conference , but it also 
showed me how far the 
annen, Nancy student press has to come 
Press delegates to the October tn before it can play a signifi-
Saskatoon. cant role in increasing stud-t.:1::..:4:::_:..::16::.:.::.:::.:T::..:h:=.:e_c_o_n~re-r-e-n-c-e-w-a-s....:....._C_U_P_' -f--. ---d-.---h--1 ent influence in Canada. 
1, s unction to 1rect t e 
sponsored by the University member papers' ·content thr- Although a number of reso-
of Saskatchewan student ne- ough the use of national lutions were passed , this co-
wspaper: the Sheaf and CUP news campaigns , and whe- nference was only a forum 
member pa_pers . ther CUP should have a cen- for discussion for the wes-
tralized structure with a head tern papers , before the nat-
The Other Press sent Nancy office (Ottawa) or if it should ional conference. CUP 's for-
McRitchie , Guy Tannen and be organized on a regional tieth national conference will 
Bill Cartier to represent the basis with the head office be held in H~tlifax this New 
paper at the conference . This acting only as a news exch- Years. 
particular regional conferen-
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Press accused of bias 
by Nancy McRitchie 
The coverage of the BCDC 
redevelopment plan for New 
Westminster by the student 
press and the commercial 
press has been biased - and 
1t misses the whole point. 
The decision of whether to 
move Douglas College to the 
New Westminster downtown 
area should hinge on the 
welfare of the students. Will 
the students needs be met 
in terms of class sp~·ce, rec-
reational facilities, parking, 
food and school supply out-
lets, etc.? Will the new site 
provide an atmosphere con-
clusive to academic activi-
ties ?No extensive study has 
been done yet to determine 
the effects of such a move. 
The Other Press opposes 
the BCDC proposal on the 
grounds that the college is 
being pressured and manip-
ulated to make a fast decis-
ion that would see certain 
individuals reap great prof-
its. 
This bias has been seen in 
the questions that the media 
has addressed itself to in this 
whole issue. Rather than 
focusing on the welfare of 
the college, the focal point 
has been whether or not the 
college is being pressured to 
relocate . 
While political and admini-
strative figures argue over 
the existance of pressure, 
time is running out to exam-
ine the proposal from the 
side of student welfare. 
There are complicated asp-
ects of this proposal that 
need great attention. When 
the media opposes the BCDC 
plan on the basis of political 
pressure, I wonder if the 
right questions are being 
asked. 
Student society-no direction 
by Bill Cartier 
The general consensus of 
students here at Douglas 
College is that the student 
society is doing nothing be-
yond handing out our money. 
Dave ] ohnston doesn't 
want to appear ''too radical'' 
by participating in a NUS 
mail-in campaign.(see article 
page one). Nor does he 
believe that the student soc-
iety should ma~e profits at 
their functions. The most 
exciting thing that happened 
this year was the business 
office being moved out of 
"The Ivory Tower" and into 
the rooms adjacent to the 
cafeteria. 
It is a student society's 
function to take care of the 
funds entrusted to them by 
the students, hut it i~ 'llso 
their job to provide innova-
tive direction for the alloca-
tion of these same funds . 
There has been very little 
effort on the part of Johnston 
and Co. to encourage student 
input on ·what the students 
would like to see done with 
their money. 
The time has come for the 
Student Society to get off 
their collective asses and get 
something done. 
----------ll LETTERS \~------
Student Pres. replies 
Dear Editor, Mr. Dal Santo i:;ions about vital things such act any increase in tumon 
and all interested students: as student aid and the actual will directly raise the opera-
allocation of the yearly col- ting budget of the college 
I feel that I should reply to lege budget and many mo- (thus the college may be en-
some of Mr. Dal Santo's re). This is not to say that the couraged to raise tuition 
questions. act will have detrimental fees). These are two ways in 
Firstly, there is the matter consequences but the poten- which tuition fees may be 





Women's lib, black lib, gay lib, and now the trend is 
turning toward feline liberation. Cat lovers may now come 
out of the closet. 
Despite such bad publicity as being associated with devil 
worship and insane spinsters; the cat has survived and is 
gaining popularity . Hopefully no one still believes the story 
that cats murder infants by sucking their breath while they 
arc: sleeping in their cribs . 
There are cat-lovers. And there are cat-haters. But it is 
difficult to find someone who feels indifferently about 
felines . Maybe there is something to those tales of 
supert;latural powers. Who knows? But have you ever 
watched a coal-black cat stare into a fire? lege. What I said is the One of the ways that it Now to address the com-
student government will lob- could cause tuition fees to ment of taxpayers paying for To turn to a more down-to-earth frame of mind , a cat is 
by the administration "for rise is that the college board the levels of bureaucracy probably the best pet you could keep . Unless , of course, 
improved library services (currently the college coun- created by the act . I would you happen to be a very domineering or insecure person . 
and more leisure space'' cil) will be reql,lired to make like to point out that a large These people are ardent cat-haters and better off with a (The Other Press April 8, a by-law pertaining to the percentage of students are d A ·11 b d d 
1977). You will note that amount of tuition fees . This full taxpayers (property, sc- og . _cat Wl not e oppresse or use · 
nowhere does it say that I in itself, is not too bad but hool, etc.) and most of the Consider the advantages in keeping a cat rather than 
was going to provide more mired in the complexities of other students pay some sort another pet: they are small, quiet , clean, and require little 
I 
leisure space . There has the act is a clause that states of tax (sales, road, etc.). but ~ood, water, and afffection. They are as happy in a 
been some progress made in that the minister will app- Being that there are appro- studw apartment as on a turkey ranch . They eat somewhat 
respect ·. to library services rove all by-laws . Thus he will ximately 60,000 students (B- less than a Great Dane and require little or no grooming. 
but the leisure space situat- be able to exert considerable CSF figures) in B.C. I would Also, cats have no odor. 
ion is at a standstill, except influence as to what tuition submit that students contri-
in Coquitlam where two fees will be . bute a significant amount to Birds, fish and rodents are not as affectionate as cats and 
more student lounges have A second way in which the provincial coffers . usually have to be kept caged, which makes any animal look 
been acquired. Everywhere tuition fees may be increased Any time Mr. Dal Santo, or unattractive . You may also find that cat food is easier to 
in the college, space is at a is that in the new act the anybody else would like to obtain than crickets for your salamander. -
premium, as is painfully government will be funding pursue this or any matter, I 
the colleges 100 percent am available at 522 _791 6 or . If your cat does not have access to the outdoors a litter pan 
obvious , and for the time (which is a bit of a misnomer ts..necessary, or else your rubber plant may get a bit more bel.ng we w1"ll have to make via inter campus mail at the c ·1· h 'd 1 d in that tuition fees make up a d . . 1ert1 tzer t an you p anne on . do with what we have . Stu ent Soctety to New We-
considerable part of a col- stminster or drop into the C t ' h · h" · · h b h Now in regards to Bill 82, lege 's budget, approximate- . as aren tpro~e to c ewmg everyt mg 10 stg t , ut t ey 
which is a very touchy sub- ly $1 million at Douglas Student Society office at the wlll_ sharpen thetr claws on the furniture if nothing els~ is 
back of the cafeteria on the avallable Ho h" b d ject with me lately . The gov- College). Whereas previous- . wever, a scratc mg post can e rna e or 
ernment has enacted the k the colleges have been New West Campus. I will be purchased inexpensively . 
C. olleges and Provincial Ins- d d . h 60 more than happy to talk to 
un e Wlt per cent you . Cats will live in harmony with people , themselves and 
titutes Act (Bill 82) which provincial money and 40 per most othc;r ~nima_ls (including mice and birds). If you have a 
may have far reaching con- cent municipal money and pet now, 1t 1s advtsable to get a young kitten rather than an 
sequences in that the minis- any extra revenue generated Thank you very much 
ter of education will have by an increase in tuition fees Dave] ohnston adult cat as they aren't as set in their ways and will make 
extraordinary discretionary was taken from the 40 per President friends. with any animal which will accept them. 
powers (the minister has th·e cent municipal segment. It Douglas College , 
power to make arbitrary dec- appears that under the new Student Society ' I suppose that today everyone is aware of the large ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- numb~~unwan~danim~siliBeue,so~~ugetap~. 
cont'd from page 1 when the education minister 000 less than the budget tor have lt spayed or neutered to prevent more unwanted 
In March of 1976, educatiOn knew his department was the previous year . births. 
minister Pat McGeer autho- going to have a surplus. 
rized an extra $7.5 million "He (McGeer) knew that he The colleges budget was 
grant to B.C.'s three univer- was going to be over the increased to $106 ,623,567 for 
sities because they were budget," Cocke said . 1976-77 from $96,089,616 for 
unable to meet their bud- If the $11 million surplus is 1975-76. But, subtracting the 
gets. subtracted from the total $11 million surplus from last 
Cocke charged the extra 1976-77 community college- year's budget , the actual 
grant was a political move by /vocational in~titute. budget, · sum spent in 1976-77 was 
1 McGeer to pressure univer- the net effect 1s to make last $95,623,567 or $466,049 less 
sities to trim their budgets year's budget about $50Q,- than the 1975-76 budget. 
A pedigree is just a piece of paper, and if you want a friend 
rather than a status symbol, visit your local SPCA and I 
promise that you will love your rescued derelict every bit as 
much as a $500 show-stock Cream Persian. 
After all, Morris, the finicky cat food commercial star was 
rescued from an animal shelter just twenty minutes before 
he was to be killed, 
'---------------------------------~ . i 
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!administration · . 
~ Victoria pulls purse strings 
by Brian Jones 
Although Douglas College 
continues to grow in stud(,!nt 
population, the provincial e-
ducation ministry has closed 
the purse to service increa-
laltgley 
This means Douglas Col-
lege will be offering the 
same number of classes for 
the spring semester as it did 
for the fall , even though the 
student population has inc-
reases by 12 per cent. 
Don Porter, Douglas Col-
le~e Dean of Instruction 
satd : " I don ' t know how long 
we can keep up this shoe-
horning of more people into 
(present) classes .' ' 
What the college needs now 
is funding for capital imp-
rovements as well as oper-
ating money, he said. 
Presently, the New West-
minster campus is running at 
full capacity , with a 96 per 
cent utilization of srace dur-
ing peak periods o the day 
and 94 per cent during the 
four nights of the week the 
college is open. 
Porter said that in the last 
two years we have increased 
in population by 20 per cent, 
while only increasing servi-
ces by 5 per cent. 
Bill Day , Douglas College 
Dean of Curriculum said , 
New Westminster campus 
has reached its peak in en-
rollment and space utiliza-
tion and that we must start 
moving classes out to the 
other campuses which still 
have a limited amount of 
· growth space. 
At the principals council 
meeting last Tuesday mem-
bers discussed the option of 
moving courses onto the 
campuses that still have 
room for growth. 
As a result of the provincial 
government disallowing ex-
pansion of services , as well 
as the overcrowding of the 
New Westminster campus, 
council has shifted a number 
of course offerings to other 
campuses . 
Another fa,ctor concerning 
the move from New West-
Government ignores college 
Although a permanent site 
for Douglas College in . S~:~r­
rey has long been a pnonty 
for college council , the Mini-
ster of Education is ignoring 
their wishes and funding the 
establishment of a temporary 
- as well as a future perma-
nent Douglas College c3:m-
pus in Langley. And offe_nng 
funds for a permanent stte. 
This was the feeling shared 
by council members during 
their meeting last Thursday . 
Council member Irene Eliot 
said "Surrey campus was a 
I 
priority to be a permanent 
site long ago . Now we are 
going to Langley . We're out 
of a position to make the 
decision . '' 
Douglas College is receiv-
ing $200 ,000 from the mini-
stry to be used for a tempor-
ary site , with the permanent 
one to come after a location 
has been decided on . The 
money is to be used by 
March 31 and will go towards 
studying a permanent site , 
leasing portable buildings 
and buying library books , 
etc . 
Agreement has been rea-
ched between Douglas Col-
lege council and the Langley 
school board to place porta-
ble buildings on the Langley 
Senior Secondary School gr-
ounds as a temporary cam-
pus site. 
The campus will be open by 
Dec. 1st. 
The courses being offered 
in Langley include Adult 
Basic Education, a clerical 
program and possibly Basic 
training in Skill Devlopment 
which would provide stud-
ents with English , Math and 
Science to a level that would 
qualify them for vocational 
training . 
SOLID 
minster campus is the fulfill-
ment of prior commitments 
for second year courses in 
areas where a first year 
course is already in opera-
tion. 
J'he number of courses and 
the subjects involved in the 
shuffle will be made avail-
able next week. 
The average class size on 
the New Westminster cam-
pus is over 30 students , 
while Richmond is 20 and 
climbing. Maple Ridge is 15 
and climbing. 
A few courses that are 
· moved off New Westminster 
campus would be used to 
open a new campus in Burn-
aby . 
The only area in which the 
college is permitted to inc-
rease services is in the 
Langley area, where the ed-
ucation department has allo-
cared $200 ,000 for the estab-
lishment of a Douglas Col-
lege campus . The campus 
will be on the Langley Senior 
Secondary grounds and the 
college hopes it will be ready 
to en Dec: 1. 
.. eW ~estminst~r / surrey 
F o~~y~::;i~l!g?.~.~~.~!~~~ 1 
A discrepancy has arisen he said, Nel's and Altawest 
concerning the establishm- have no guarantee that they 
ent of further food services could not be asked to leave 
on the campuses of Douglas the campus at any time. 
College. Although Lission said he 
It seems comments attribu- would be reluctant to see 
ted last week to campus Nel's go because they fill a 
supervisor Ken McKoy stat- void that the machines can 
ing present services on the not offer, the college would 
New Westminster and Sur- be open to any other reaso-
rey campuses were under ~able food service as long as 
franchise with the college are tt doesn't result in four or 
not entirely accurate. five food services around the 
Bob Lisswn, the assistant campus . 
burser of Douglas College The comments carne in 
said there is no contract response to the establish-
between Nel's (the fast food rnent of a food co-op on the 
take out stands m Surrey and campuses which planned to 
New Westminster) and Alta- eventually serve hot foods 
west (operators of the vend- and baked goods, with stress 
ing machines) and the col- being on natural foods. 
No more 
radio? 
SOUND AND COLOUR 
The CNBC radio station , a 
langara College station that 
broadcasts to Douglas Col-
lege and other campuses , 
may not be broadcasting in 
the future . 
6714 JUBILEE AVE. 
430-2274 " 
BURNABY 
1 \.Dear Readers, We, Bnan ·and Chris ofSOlid Sound and Colour, have decided to direct part of 
1 our sales and services to students_, w~o, beca~of a slight Ic:tcJc of fl}nds,_ are not.always at 
hberty to satisfy ·their visual and audial tastes. Therefore, we have adJusted our pnces !O 
I hopefully stir the leisure aspect of your interests. We sell new and rebuilt colour· and black and 
white T.V."s. We aiso service them. 
40 CHANNEL EVERSONIC C.B. L.E.D. READOUT 
AGS AM-FM 8 TRACK RECEIVER PLUS 2 ·sPEAKERS 
1977 TOSHIBA COLOUR PORTABLE 14 .in. 





The reason for this is that 
CNBC cannot get funding 
from the Langara Student 
government . 
The business manager of 
the Langara student goverQ-
ment, Wayne McMurphy , 
said that they intentionally 
did not fund CNBC this year , 
because they could not afford 
the $26,000 that CNBC asked 
for in costs . · 
Last year , the Langara stu-
dent government gave CNBC 
a loan of $7 ,700 to be paid 
back from advertising reven-
ue, which 1976 director Mi-
chael Shaw felt CNBC could , 
ratse . I 
Michael Moss , 1977 direc-
tor of CNBC, talked to " Me-
Kin Advertising '' and said 
that, according to them, it 
was almost impossible to pay 
for the station's costs with 
advertising revenue because I 
of the way CNBC is set up . ' 
CNBC is now applying for a ! 
Canada Works Grant to ob- I 
rain adequate funding to i 
continue broadcasting. 
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BCSF conference successful 
by Keith Baldry 
The latest British Columbia 
Student Federation (BCSF) 
Conference was a success, 
says Douglas College stud-
ent council president Dave 
Johnston . 
''The conference finally 
worked for a change,'' said 
Johnston. "We got a lot of 
-constructive things done. We 
took a realistic approach and 
decided to solve practical 
problems." ·• 
The conference, held Oct. 
14-16 at Simon fraser Uni-
versity, was attended by 
delegates from thirteen edu-
cational institutes from a-
round the province; the three 
provincial universities and 
the ten community colleges. 
] ohnston attended the con-
ference along with two other 
members of the student cou-
ncil- Doug Coates, vice-pre-
sident external, and Cynthia 
Cridge, treasurer. The cost 
of sending each delegate was 
$114, which covered hotel, 
transportation and food. Ho-
wever, since Coates went as 
an observer, the cost for him 
was only $20. 
Coates and Cridge echoed 
] ohnston' s feelings concer-
ning the conference. Coates 
called it ''productive'' while 
Cridge said it resulted in a 
coquitlam 
''unified student · forum 
which should give us more 
power.'' 
The main items on the 
conference agenda included 
student unemployment, stu-
dent aid, vocational repres-
entation and the forming of 
regional caucuses. 
Perhaps the most important 
item is the regional caucu-
ses. There are four regional 
caucuses in the province; on 
Vancouver Island, on the 
Lower Mainland, in the Iter-
. ior and in the northern part 
of the province. 
All the colleges and univer-
sities in the region make up 
the caucuses, whch meet 
more often than the BCSF. 
] ohnson is chairman of the 
Lower Mainland caucus and 
is quite enthusiastic about 
the whole idea of the caucus-
es . 
"The caucuses will help al-
leviate communication gaps 
between the colleges," ] oh-
nston said. "They're going 
to go a long way into develo-
ping co-operation between 
the colleges in the/rovince. 
] ohnston also sai the cau-
cuses will help facilitate the 
exchange of information and 
resources between the col-
leges. 
In other words, ideas on 
solving problems will be 
exchanged more freely bet-
ween colleges as will facili-
ties and equipment . Such an 
agreement now exists bet-
ween Douglas and Langara 
(The Langara radio station 
can be heard in the college's 
cafeteria.) 
Coates also lauded the cau-
cus idea. "It will provide the 
first step in getting things 
done," he said. "The caucu-
ses will be in touch with the 
internal problems of the 
caucuses.'' 
The Lower Mainland caucus 
will first meet in ] anuary, 
] ohnson said. 
The conference also deci-
ded to mount a massive 
campaign against student 
unemployment. The camp-
aign, directed against the 
provincial government, will 
be in the form of telegrams, 
letters and rallies and will try 
to force the government to 
create jobs. 
The B.C. Federation of 
Labour sent a representative 
to the conference to invite 
the BCSF to support its 
program against unemploy-
ment. 
Although the BCSF delega-
tes responded enthusiastic-
ally to the invitation, the 
conference made no firm 
commitment t<;> support the 
proposed program . 
College fights illiteracy 
by Nancy McRitchie About 80,000 people in the 
area served by Douglas Col-
lege have literacy problems . 
This was revealed last week 
by Nora Boyer, co-ordinator 
of the basic literacy training 
program for adults, which 
began at the Coquitlam cam-
pus on Oct. 3 of this year. 
The literacy program is 
designed for people who 
have not developed reading 
and writing skills beyond the 
grade four level. 
If there is space available at 
the beginning of each month, 
students can be~in classes. 
Classes are held m the after-
noons from 1:30 to 4 p.m . 
and in the evenings from 7 to 
9:30p.m. Mondays to Thur-
sdays. On Friday there is a ..,~ _ __._..........;::::;;;.~~~~~t..-..__-l practice session from 10 a.m. 
~lli(1!1£.~ti~~~!!1.!..:.___j to 2 p .m. 
The enrollment so far this 
month is 11 students in the 
evening course and 9 stud-
ents in the day. There is 
room for 12 students in each 
class. 
A recommendation was 
made to Principals' Council 
on Oct. 11 requesting that all 
literacy training be tuition 
free. Ms. Boyer, who along 
with Carole Oliver made the 
presentation to council, rea-
soned that basic education is 
a right for adults as well as 
youth. 
Council approved this mo-
tion in principle and a com-
mittee was struck to study 
the implications of these 
courses being free . 
- For the time being, literacy 
courses are tuition free . 
Careers in Dentistry 
by Nancy McRitchie 
Douglas College's Coquit-
lam campus is currently off-
ering a 10-month career for 
dental' assistants. 
The dental assistants' basic 
course first started at Doug-
las College in ] anuary 1977 
and about 20 students are 
1 expected to graduate this 
month . There has also been 
an upgrading course for de-
ntal assistants offered at 
Douglas College for the past 
two years. 
Margaret Meagher, the de-
ntal convenor, said the up-
~rading course is divided 
mto several packages and a 
student can take as long as 
they wish to finish the entire 
program and get her licence . 
The hours for this course 
are very flexible, allowing 
the dental assistants to up-
grade their skills and still 
maintain their job, Meagher 
said. 
Licenced dental assistants 
earn about $500 month when 
they are starting, but this 
can go up to $1200 or $1300 a 
month as they gain experi-
ence. 
If a dental assistant 1s 
trained by a dentist rather 
than through a college prog-
ram ,she said, the assistant's 
wages would be substantially 
lower, beginning at about 
$550 a month . It is very 
costly to the dentist to do the 
training , said Meagher, ex-
plaining that the overhead in 
a dentist's office is about $60 
an hour. 
] ob opportunities for licen-
ced dental assistants are ex-
cellent and althou~h salaries 
are not always umform, Me-
agher said, graduates can 
afford to pick and choose 
jobs. 
BCSF unemployment com-
mittee chairperson Brian E-
mery satd: "We will defini-
tely be working with the Fed 
and if their proposals pass at 
their conference (to be held 
in November), we will prob-
ably participate but at the 
Dave johnston, 
Student Council president. 
moment we've set up our 
own proposal and strategy 
which include a common 
front . 
Another topic discussed at 
the conference was the stud-
ent aid problem. According 
to Cridge, the big issue is the 
lack of financial help given to 
' part-time students . 
1 
"Students shouldn ' t be for- ; 
ced to go to college full-time I 
to get an education if they 
can ' t afford it ," she said . 
' 'Financial help should be 
available to those who can't 
go full-time." 
] oh!lston said th~re is still a 
lor of work to be done on the 
problem and nothing .conc-
rete has been decided. 
As expected , there was a lot 
of discussion over the new 
Colleges Acr. A comminee 
was struck to analyze the Act J 
and to come up with sugges-
tions and constructive criri- i 
cism . The results will be sent I 
to the governmenr. 1 
However , ] ohnston warned l' 
there was little hope in 
changing anything about the 
Act . "It ' s not bloody likely 
anything will be changed , 
but we've got to try ," he 
said. 
] ohnston was also pleased 
about the increased repres-
entation that vocational stu-
dents will receive in student 
matters. 
There are 200 vocational 
students at Douglas College, 
and ] ohnston said he is 
happy that they will have 
more say in matters concer-




The Coquitlam campus of 
Douglas College is planning 
to expand their programs. 
They are offering more cour-
ses next semester in an effort 
to make the campus more 
attractive to students from 
Coquitlam and Maple Ridge, 
Bill Day, dean of curriculum, 
said last week. 
Coquitlam campus is trying 
to implement a one year 
transfer program with cour-
ses in mathematics, human-
ities and the social sciences. 
This would help take the 
pressure off the New West. 
campus which is becoming 
overloaded, according to 
Day. 
The basic problem with the 
Coquitlam facilities is that 
they are inadequate in size . 
In order for the cam pus to 
expand more space will have 
to be made available from 
the other buildings on the 
Essondale grounds. A pro-
posal is now being drawn up 
by the college for negotiat-
ions to attain this needed 
space . 
-Before Coquitlam can go 
ahead with further plans 
they will also need additional 
funds. "Right now we are 
broke, possibly in the red," 
Day said. 
The BAY 
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Riding crest of a concrete wave 
I 
I by Marianne McKave 
. I From the conventional idea 
' of the rollerskate came the 
I modernized 'art' of skate-boarding. It has become 
more than just a backlane 
passtime; it is a sport, and 
has developed an increasing 
popularity among people of 
all ages. 
As in any sport, there are 
the essentials - concentra-
tion, skill, muscle usage, and 
the element of risk. Like 




man depending upon him-
self, and maneuverabi1ity de-
cides the fate of a mishap. 
In B.C., there are currently 
three operating "skateboard 
parks'' and these are the· 
only parks of their kind in 
Canada. 
In Burnaby, the McPherson 
Winterclub basement was 
converted into one of these 
parks and bears the appear-
ance of a massive ''concrete 
jungle' .. with moguls and 
"pool-like" carvings throug-
hout it. 
"We've been in operation 
since September 16 of this 
year, after the three week 
construction of the place," 
said Monty Little, the assoc-
iate assistant manager of 
McPherson's Skateboard 
Park. 
''There is a skateboard park 
in West Vancouver, which 
was the first one of its kind 
constructed here, and it is 
free to the public." 
''The other park, in Kelow-
na, is similar to ours, and 
they also operate on a 'pay-
ing' system. ' ' 
Little, who is resident of the 
Canadian Pro-Am Skate-
board Association, thinks the 
park is a very good idea. 
"Here we require the use of 
a helmet, elbow guards and 
also shin guards, and these 
can be rented very cheaply, 
though many skaters bring 
their own equipment. Skate-
boards can also be rented, 
but those who bring their 
own must have them checked 
before being permitted to be 
used." 
The actual skateboarding 
course consists of a slalom 
run control area, free-style 
area, and various "pools", 
including a "hot dog pool." 
The depth of these pools 
ranges from eight to 11 feet . 
Since the park has opened, 
a variety of crowds have 
come to skate. 
''During the ·week and in 
the evenings, we get a 
mainly older crowd. Some of 
these skaters take the sport 
very seriously," Little said. 
"Weekends, of course, we 
usually have the teen-age 
crowds, ranging from 12 
years of age and onwards. 
We also find that while the 
majority of skaters are male, 
many girls seem to be taking 
up the sport.'' 
The teenagers have com-
piled a team, called the 
"Ripping Squad" and plans 
are being made for future 
competitions. These compe-
titions may eventually be-
come national, with the con-
struction of other skateboard 
parks throughout the coun-
try . 
Safety is an element which 
is stressed tremendously at 
the park. ''There have been 
no major accidents here,'' 
remarked Little, "and be-
cause our safety regulations 
are as they are, we don't 
anticipate any." 
However, skaters are free · 
to chose their own speed and 
are also free to try any run, 
so common sense must be 
applied . 
The park is open everyday 
of the week, and all" skate-
board enthusiasts are encou-
raged to come in and try it 
out . 
''The skating area has the 
capacity to fit 150 skaters 
comfortably,'' Little calcula-
ted. 
The idea that skateboarding 
is for the very young is 
definitely false, and this can 
be seen by observing the 
Burnaby Skateboard Park. 
Like any sport, a~e 1s no 
barrier, as the des1re to try 
new things know:_no limit. 
As one skater put it, "Ska-
teboarding is like surfing and 
flying put together. The mu-
scle control is immense, and 
the timing must be precise, 
but once mastered, it's like 
riding on concrete waves . " 
Space Shuttle only stepping stone 
by john Markoff 
Pacific News Service 
Space war --- now only a 
movie fantasy --- could add a 
frightening new dimension 
to global conflict as early as 
the mid-1980's. 
The Pentagon has quietly 
begun using the National 
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration's (NASA) new 
Space Shuttle program as a 
stepping stone to build a 
capability to fight a war in 
space. 
Military space projects are 
now taking up a significant 
portion of NASA's planned 
Space Shuttle missions . Mo-
re than 100 of these first 560 
shuttle flights will carry U.S . 
military satellites and wea-
pons experiments into orbit. 
Congressional critics like 
Wisconsin Democrat William 
Proxmire have charged that 
through the Space Shuttle 
program, NASA -- the civi-
lian space agency -- is beco-
ming an arm of the Depart-
ment of Defense increastngly 
subject to military priorities. 
Publicly, most U.S. officials 
are on record against expan-
ding the arms race into 
space . In a press conference 
this month Secretar-y of De-
fense Harold Brown stated, 
"I would hope that we could 
keep space from becoming 
an area of active conflict.'' 
But some military planners 
are excited about possible 
star wars, "Space is a dandy 
arena, actually,'' .one DoD 
scientist was quoted as say-
ing in a recent issue of 
Areonautics and Astronau-
tics. "You've got to attract 
strategic war off the planet. 
The notion of abhorring war 
in space is just plain wrong.'' 
The Pentagon is concerned 
that the U.S. is falling be-
hind the Soviets in key 
portions of the ''space race.'' 
One Air Force General sum-
marized the military's view 
of the situation: "There has 
never been a transportation 
medium in the history of man 
that has not been exploited 
for economic and military 
advantage . Space is not go-
ing to be an exception . " 
The Space Shuttle, now 
being tested in Southern 
California, will allow scien-
tists, private industry and 
the military to send large 
payloads into orbit on a 
weekly basis during the 
1980's. The shuttle system 
wtll tnclude a reusable orbt-
ter that will be boosted into 
space by giant rockets and 
then glide back to earth 
landing like an airplane. The 
first spaceflight for the shut-
tle is now scheduled for 
1979. 
Pentagon involvement in 
the shuttle program began 
shortly after the Nixon Ad-
ministration -- in a cost-
cutting move -- cancelled the 
Air Force Manned Orbiting 
Laboratory in 1969. 
Air Force DSCS-3 commun-
The DoD subsequently dec-
ided to rely exclusively on 
NASA's Space Shuttle for 
routine access to space. By 
1984, all military space mis-
sions will be carried by the 
Space Shuttle. 
The Pentagon's first 10 
shuttle missions will include 
the following satellites and 
weapons: 




Laser weapons developed 
from the Space Laser Exper-
iment Definition (SLED) stu-
dies intended to counter 
Soviet ICBMs. 
Teal Ruby, an infra-red 
monitoring system to detect 
low-flying aircraft. 
High Aftitude Large Optics 
(HALO) : a huge camera des-
igned to monitor Soviet sites. 
Military planners are cur-
rently at work on more exotic 
and potentially more deadly 
research to be carried out by 
the Space Shuttle. Last mo-
nth the Air Force contracted 
with the Vought Corporation 
to build a test verston of a 
satellite killer. 
American intelligence age-
ncies have reported that the 
Soviets are studying the use 
of lasers and space-mines, 
and some defense officials 
are worried that such Soviet 
satellite killers could be a 
threat to the Space Shuttle. 
On the US. side, NASA 
commissioned a study last 
year on the feasibiltty of 
placing a huge array of 
mirrors in orbit to reflect the 
energy of. ground-based las-
ers and shoot down enemy 
missiles . The think-tank en-
visioned an advanced version 
of the Space Shuttle to put 
the mirrors in orbit and 
estimated the cost of such a 
system to be $105 billion. 
NASA/DoD cooperation in 
the Space Shuttle program 
was called into question rec-
ently by the New York-based 
Council on Economic Priori-
ties . The Council warns that 
Congress ' ability to control 
the U.S. space program will 
be complicated by the inclu-
sion of the military in the 
Space Shuttle program . 
But proponents of NASA's 
new military role argue that 
its cooperation with the DoD 
space program is both cost-
effective and vital to national 
security. 
Major General Richard D. 
Henry, vice commander of 
the Air Force research and 
development agency for spa-
ce systems, says "The shut-
tle represents the next thre-
shold for using space for vital 
military and scientific mis-
sions. If military space tech-
nology can provide reliability 
and global mformation, then 
our nation can cope with 
those forces that are upset-
ting the global equilibrium ." 
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"Take a deep breath," the 
speaker said. In the vast, 
darkened room, about 900 
people inhaled. A soothing 
slide of Yosemite Valley was 
projected on the wall. "Now 
hold for a count of five, and 
slowly exhale ." 
The hall was filled with a 
gently rushing sound, then 
was quiet. "Take five of 
these deep breaths, and with 
each exhalation give yourself 
the suggestion that you are 
feeling more and more re-
laxed,'' said Carl Thoresen, 
one of the country's leading 
experts on stress. 
Thoresen, a behavioral the-
rapist who heads a research 
program at Stanford Univer-
sity, was demonstrating an 
exercise to relieve insomnia, 
one of many ailments rising 
from inabi!tty to cope with 
stress. 
I 
He spoke at a symposium of 
health professionals who met 
in San Francisco recently to 
discuss the phenomenon of 
stress and its effects on 
health. The gathering was 
sponsored by the University 
of California Medical Center, 
the Institute of Stress. 
''The problems that stress 
can create in the individual 
can affect every aspect of 
man's physical and mental 
health,'' Thoresen said. 
Some people become shore-
tempered and irritable . Oth-
ers feel" helpless; lose their 
self-confidence and motiva-
tion. Still others develop 
headaches, tight muscles, 
increased heart rate and 
blood pressure, depression 
fatigue and insomnia. 
''The. common .. response to 
stress to our svclety 1s to say, 
•"I want to go back to a 
simpler time,' " Thoresen 
says. Yet each person can 
create a "simpler time" by 
learning to relax and rear-
range his or her life so as to 
avold chrome stress patt-
erns. 
In his Self-Management Re-
search Program at Stanford, 
Thoresen aims to help people 
·make the necessary changes . 
He recommends that his 
clients stop work one hour 
·before bedtime to allow time 
for relaxation before sleep. If 
still troubled, they are urged 
to breathe deeply while foc-
usipg on a single pleasant 
image. Once relaxed, they 
instruct themselves: "This is 
not the time to worry. I will 
think about problems tomor-
row.'' 
To encourage a wiser use of 
time, Thoresen urges people 
to keep a log of personal 
activities so they can find out 
which ones cause rhem str-
ess. 
To improve . the self-image, 
he suggests writing down 
three rositive thoughts at the 
end o each day . 
"People's reactions to str-
ess are a result of habit,'' 
Thoresen says . "They may 
lack the skills to do anything 
differently, but as they be-
come more aware of negative 
behavioral patterns, they can 
learn to form healthier and 
more constructive approach-
es to stress ." 
Such learning is particularly 
important for people whom 
stress researchers have la-
belled "Type A." These are 
intensely driven, aggressive, 
impatient people who suffer 
from a habitual sense of 
urgency . They chronically try 
to do too much in too little 
time. They are usually urban 
dwellers. 
_Type A behavior has been 
correlated with coronary ill-
ness by Drs. Ray Rosenman 
and Meyer Friedman of San 
Francisco. The stress they 
place on themselves may be 
as dangerous to their hearts 
as smoking, improper eating 
habits or lack of exercise , the 
two cardiologists have found . 
Yet stress, in itself, is not 
the cause of ailments, cont-
ended Dr. Hans Selye, 70, 
president of the International 
Institute of Stress in Mont-
real and the man who first 
identified the stress pheno-
menon. Some people thrive 
on stress , he pointed ou.t . 
"You have to run at your 
own pace,'' he said. "You 
have to know where you want 
· to run and find your own 
stress level and don't let 
anybody tell you you have to 
run as fast as you can to win. 
A turtle can't run faster than 
a racehorse . '' 
What's important, he said , 
is self-acceptance and self-
knowledge:' 'Mo~t people 
don't know where they want 
to go. But no wind blows in 
favor of a ship that has no 
destination .. '' 
More than 120,000 books 
and articles relating to stress 
have been published since 
1956, when.Dr. Selye's The 
Stress of Lzfeappeared. It 
was the fruit of a discovery 
he made as a medj,cal stu-
dent in Vienna, a discovery 
as important as it was sim-
ple: he observed that all the 
patients he treated had one 
similar characteristic -- they 
looked sick. 
Selye called this character-
istic "the syndrome of just 
being sick" and presented 
the concept to his professors. 
' 'They all thought I was 
crazy,'' he recalled. 
Yet on that perception, 
Selye built others that even-
tually led to a new view of 
sickness as an interplay be-
tween mind and body, orga-
nism and environment. 
Kent State re-ignited 
1KENT, OHIO (CUP)-Over' 
2,500 people rallied on the 
Kent State University (KSU) 
campus here Sept. 24, dem-
andi~g an end to construct-
ion ot a gymnasium complex 
on the site where four Kent 
Staters were killed by Nat-
ional Guardsmen May 4, 
1970. It was the largest 
demonstration yet since the 
" move the gym" campaign 
was launched in May of this 
year. 
· Contingents from campuses 
as far away as Boston and 
Texas joined the rally and 
subsequent march , which cli-
maxed with a brief reoccu-
pation by demonstrators of 
the gym construction site . 
Organizers say the long 
court battle is a delaying 
tactic to buy time until 
students returned to KSU 
this fall. The long series of 
legal arguments recently re-
ached the U.S. Supreme 
Court, which gave the go-a-
head for the construction of 
the gym on what is known as 
Blanket Hill . 
Alan Canfora, a coalition 
leader who was among those 
wounded in the 1970 shoot-
ings, pointed out that the 
levelling of the gym site may 
have already destroyed evi-
dence vital in the upcoming 
retrial of Ohio Gov. Rhodes _ 
and the National Guard for 
their role in the shooting. 
Also blasted in speeches 
was the latest university 
pacification maneuver, the 
"Brage Golding 12-point me-
morial plan." The KSU pre-
sident, whose plan was unv-
eiled last week . called for a 
"distinguishing row of 
shrubs" to be planted along 
the line where National Gua-
rdsmen fired, and benches to . 
mark the spot where the 
students died . Golding an-
nounced he would build the 
benches liimself in his base-
ment workshop. 
·Black jobless high 
OTTAWA (CUP) -- More 
than forty per cent of black 
youth under 25 years of age 
are without work in the 
United States , according to 
surveys quoted in the Finan -
cial Post Oct.· 15 . 
''Black teenage unemploy-
ment is the single most 
serious problem in the U.S . 
labour market today," the 
Post quotes one professor 
studying the problem as 
saying . The Post article links 
unemployment among black 
Ameri~an youth to youth 
unemployment in . general , 
which "has now become 
chronic throughout most , if 
not all , the industrialized 
world .'' 
' 'The problem is one of 
world-wide scope · and re-
mains unsolved despite the 
application · of major funds 
and programming by every 
government in the industri-
&hed world .'' 
The Financial Post article 
also criticizes the U.S. Youth 
Employment Act and other 
measures taken by the U .S. 
Congress to deal with unem-
ployment , saying they have _ 
been ineffective at massive 
job creation , and cater large-
ly to middle class rather than 







The Douglas College Crim-
inology Dept. is forming a 
. club designed to involve the 
Criminology students in Co-
rrections . The first meeting 
will be held on Monday Oct. 
24 at 4 p.m . in Room 308 on 
the New Westminster cam-
pus . 
According to Doug Atten-
borough , spokesman for the 
club its main function will be 
to inform students of current 
happenings in Corrections 
and to provide_ a forum for 
disc.ussion about all aspects 
involving a career in Crimi-
nology . 
Tuesday Ocr. 25 
Lectures on environmental 
awareness . Port Coquitlam 
Recreation Centre , Mabbett 
Room , 7:30-9 :30 p.m . "clean 
Air" by GVRD Air Pollution 
Branch. 
Wednesday Oct. 26 
I 
Thursday Oct. 27 
Lunch hour movies Rich-
mond campus room 404 12 
noon Outstanding Animated 
Shorts: The Hand, The Str-
eet, Evolution and Minds-
cape . 
Friday Oct. 28 
Halloween Pub Night New 
Westminster cafeteria . Free 
admission 7p .m . to 12 mid-
night . Prizes for best male 
and female costumes . Feat-
uring hypnotist Stu Hyslop . 
Ocr. 27 , 28, and 29 
The Good Doctor , a comedy 
by Neil Simon curtain time 8 
p .m. White Rock Playhouse, 
adults $3 , students $2. 
Friday Oct. 28 
The Green Cove coffee house 
EVENTS 
Saturday Oct. 29 
Halloween Costume Party, 
The Place is Right, 57 Blac-
kie Street, New West. Live 
band , doors open 7:30 p.m . 
free admission with costume, 
$3 without. Prizes for best 
costume 
Saturday and Sunday Oct. 29 
and 30 
Westcoast Writer ' s worksh-
op 12-8p .m . and 12-6p.m. 
Centennial Arts Centre Bear 
Creek Park Surrey. Admis-
sion free . Workshops on 
book binding, calligraphy, 
printing your own books, 
children and poetry , plus 
poetry readings and musi-
cians , also books will be on 
sale. 
Britannia Gardens Coffee 
Career seminars 12 noon to Shop 1661 Napier Street 
2p .m. Richmond campus, Vancouver 9:30 p.m. to 12 
room 412 Architecture and midnight $1.50 admission 
Architectual and Structual blues, country, jugba~d gos-
The D.C. apathy club might 
hold the its annual confer-
ence in New West Campus 
boardroom on Tues . Nov. 8. 
(Then again it might not) . 
Drafting pel, ballads , folk mus1c. 





those times when your 
taste demands it. 
It's all a matter of taste. 
IMPORTED HEINEKEN -AVAILABLE AT LIQUOR SlORES 
Represented 1n Canada by Satnsbury lntemattonal Agenoes ltd. 
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Sunday Oct. 30 
Poetry in the Seventies 2: 30 
to 3:30p .m . Vancouver Pub-
lic Library Readings by 1.eo-
na Gom, Florence MacNeil 
admission free . 
Oct. 30 
Vancouver Public Library 
presents Poetry m the 70 ' s 
free admission 
Wed . Nov . 2 
Career Seminar - Careers in 
Computer Science, New We-
stminster campus boardroom 
(N716) 
Nov . 2 to Nov. 5 
Douglas College Theatre se-
ction ' s Fall Production The 
Little Foxes by Lillian Hell-
man Surrey Arts Centre. 
Friday Nov. 4 
D.C . Hockey dance at Qu-
eens Park Arena 8p .m . to 1 
a .m . $2 single $3.50 couple 
Nov. 4 - Dec. 3 
City Stage British Proper-
ties, a play about Vanco~ver 
by R . Ouzounian, More mfo 
at 734-4334 Tickets at 688-
7013 
Friday Nov. 4 
Jazz concert with Fraser 
MacPherson ~ Trio Band 
Rooii'f (N405) New Westmin-
ster Campus 
October 24. 1977 
Nov . 5 to 9 
Graffiti writing seminar pre-
sented by Other Press Stall # 
2 cafeteria washroom (MENS 
) 4 :30p.m. 
Nov . 11 to Dec. 4 
Vancouver Art Gallery pres-
ents Don Jarvis Exhipition 
Paintings,. watercolours, dra-
wings, and etchings . Free 
admission . 
Nov. 11-26 
Vancouver East Cultural Ce-
ntre Ned anfl Jack , a new 
play by Sheldon Rosen Cur-
tain time 8:30p.m. 
Nov. 11 to Dec. 4 
Vancouver Art Gallery pre-
sents David Craven exhibi-
tion free admission 
Sunday Nov. 20 
" China Today" , Orpheum 
theatre. Admission $2 .50 . 
Tickets available from Du-
thie Books , Chinese Cultural 
Centre. 
Nov . 28 
Vancouver New Music Soc-
iety presents Terry Riley 
8:30 p .m. Vancouver East 
Cultural Centre . More info 
and tickets at 669-0909 
Tues. and Thurs 5 to 7 p .m. 
Women's Volleyball Practice 
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Three lucky students will 
Here's how you enter. Complete and 
send in the entry form below. Care-
fully read the rules and regulations 
and answer the four easy questions 
on long distance calling. The answers 
to the questions are contained in the 
introductory pages of your tele-
phone directory. Mail the completed 
entry form; to be eligible. entries 
must be received no later than 
November 15th. 1977. and who 
knows. you could be driving around 
in your own special custom painted 
Mini before you know it. 
Long Distance 
TransCanada Telephone System 
·R~R~at~----- ~iti~la~ot~al~n~t~n~esi~s~re~he~io~-----I ~ - ro enter the "W1n-A-Mini" contest. complete th1s Off1c1al Entry in Canada. Prizes must be accepted as awarded. No 1. It is cheaper to: 
Form. Only Official Entry Forms will be considered. Limit one substitutions. 11 dial Long Distance calls yourself I entry per person. Mail to : 3. Selections will be made from eligible entries received and 11 use the Long Distance operator "LONG DISTANCE SWEEPSTAKES" selected entrants whose questionnaires are completed correctly 2. You can save the most money by calling Long Distance 
Box B109, Toronto. ·11 b · d f ' 1 · 1· · d k'll · 11 dur,·ng business hours I I during evening hours Ontario M5W 1SB w1 e requ~re to ~rst correct y answer a t1me- 1m1te . s ' -testmg I Contest closes with entries received as of November 15. 1977. question during a pre-arranged telephone interview before being 3. Do discounts ever apply to Long Distance station-to-stat ion 2. There will be three prize winners determined. Each winner will declared winners. Decisions of the judges shall be final. By entering, calls made from a payphone? 
· contestants agree to the use of their names. addresses and photo- Yes No ___ -'-
Each Mini is equipped with front -wheel drive, 99B cc transverse winner. 4. During w at ours can you save t e most money on ong 1 receive a new 1977 Mmi 1000 Automobile with custom paint job. graphs in any forthcoming publicity in the event of becoming a h h h L mounted engine, rack and pinion steering, electric windshield Distance calls made between Monday and Friday? 
washers, impact absorbing front and rear bumpers, heated rear 4. Contest is open only to students who are registered full -time or Calling to (location of your choicel'-----------





dual braking system. four-way hazard warning system, back-up or pther Canadian Post-secondary lnstitut1on. except employees pm pm 
lights. front head restraints. 4 -speed all -synchromesh transmis- and members of the immediate families of TransCanada Telephone (PLEASE PRINT) I 
· sion. Manufacturer's suggested list price, FOB Dartmouth, System member companies. British Leyland Motors Canada Name I Montreal. Burlington, Vancouver. $2,995.00, including Federal Limited, its dealers and their respect ive advertising agencies, and Sales Tax. (Dealer may sell for less.) Price does not include the independent judging organization. The contest is subject to special custom paint job, dealer pre-delivery inspection, and all applicable Federal, Provincial and Municipal laws. 
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Mateus, the Rose wine of Portugal. 
Serve snapping cold. With or without all your favorite foods. 
MATEUS. MORE POPULAR THAN EVER. 
Marketed across Canada by Schenley Wmes and Spints Ltd. 
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